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A B S T R A C T

The recognition of online handwriting is a vital application of pattern recognition, which involves the
extraction of spatial and temporal information of handwritten patterns, and understanding the handwritten
text while writing on the digital surface. Although, online handwriting recognition is a mature but exciting
and fast developing field of pattern recognition, the same is not true for many of the Indic scripts. Gurmukhi
is one of such popular scripts of India, and online handwriting recognition issues for larger units as words or
sentences largely remained unexplored for this script till date. The existing study and first ever attempt for
online handwritten Gurmukhi word recognition has relied upon the widely used hidden Markov model. This
existing study evaluated against and performed very well in their chosen metrics. But, the available online
handwritten Gurmukhi word recognition system could not obtain more than 90% recognition accuracy in data
dependent environment too. The present study provided benchmark results for online handwritten Gurmukhi
word recognition using deep learning architecture convolutional neural network, and obtained above 97%
recognition accuracy in data dependent mode of handwriting. The previous Gurmukhi word recognition system
followed the stroke based class labeling approach, whereas the present study has followed the word based
class labeling approach. Present Online handwritten Gurmukhi word recognition results are quite satisfactory.
Moreover, the proposed architecture can be used to improve the benchmark results of online handwriting
recognition of several major Indian scripts. Experimental results demonstrated that the deep learning system
achieved great results in Gurmukhi script and outperforms existing results in the literature.
. Introduction

The technology is advancing at a rapid rate and the technological
nnovations have also witnessed for enhancement in use of devices like
Cs, Tablet PDAs, pen tablets and mobile phones, and the ways of
xchanging information between these devices and human beings have
lso changed over time. The increased support of such devices in free
low natural handwriting has also resulted to get the attention of world-
ide pattern recognition researchers for online handwriting recognition

OHWR). OHWR was an open research problem for decades, and a few
ecent extensive research studies in this direction have led to remark-
ble success of developed countries scripts, thanks to the evolution
f data capture technologies (Arica & Yarman-Vural, 2001; Bilgin-
asdemir & Yanikoglu, 2018; Carbune et al., 2019; Mandal et al.,
019; Plamondon & Srihari, 2000; Ren & Ganapathy, 2019; Szegedy
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et al., 2015; Zouari et al., 2019). Although, a lot of work has been
done for Chinese–Japanese–Korean (CJK), Arabic, and Latin scripts,
where praiseworthy efforts have been made for noble handwriting
recognition accuracy with great reliability and different feature extrac-
tion (Abandah & M Malas, 2010; Al-Taani & Al-Haj, 2010; Chakraborty
& Chakraborty, 2002; Fink et al., 2010a; Ghods & Kabir, 2010; Ghosh
& Roy, 2015a; Hanmandlu et al., 2003; Jaeger et al., 2001b; M.
et al., 2001; Rani & Meena, 2011; Verma et al., 2004), classification
and recognition techniques as k-nearest-neighbors (𝑘-NN) (Altman,
1992; Zanchettin et al., 2012), support vector machines (SVM) (Cortes
& Vapnik, 1995; Keshari & Watt, 2008; Simistira et al., 2015) (re-
fer to Chauhan et al., 2019 for a recent review on SVM), neural
networks (NN) (Jaeger et al., 2001a; McCulloch & Pitts, 1943), con-
volutional neural networks (CNN) (Bluche et al., 2013; Ciresan et al.,
2011; Dan et al., 2012; Kunihiko, 1980) and hidden Markov models
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(HMM) (Artieres et al., 2007; Benouaretha et al., 2008; Bharath &
Madhvanath, 2012; Rabiner, 1989) have been used for handwriting
recognition. But in comparison to CJK, Latin and other non Indic
scripts, the work done for Indic scripts OHWR is limited. A few OHWR
studies of some Indic scripts are available, but majority of OHWR
studies of Indic scripts considered only smaller units as strokes or
characters. Other difficulty with the available studies for OHWR in
Indic scripts word recognition is that either major work is done for a
writer-dependent system or it requires a huge manual intervention, so
it requires a lot to be done for larger units OHWR in Indic scripts.

Irrespective the mode of handwriting recognition, one of the essen-
tial steps for successful automated handwriting recognition system is
the identification of correct and distinguishable characteristics among
distinct individual units as stroke or character classes, and this process
is called feature extraction which effects the classification accuracy
in handwriting recognition. In existing studies, numerous handcrafted
feature representations of handwritten units were used for handwriting
recognition. But the most recent decades success of using deep learning
(DL) techniques for image recognition has motivated pattern recogni-
tion researchers to use DL techniques for improving the state of the
art in OHWR also, and DL models as convolutional neural networks
(CNN) (Li et al., 2018), recurrent neural networks (RNN) (Zhang et al.,
2018) and long–short term memory (LSTM) (Keysers et al., 2017)
which is a special case of RNN have attained great success in OHWR.
In recent times, hybrid architectures of DL have also been studied for
OHWR (Ding et al., 2018). The hybrid architectures based on CNN–
RNN (Dutta et al., 2018) and CNN–LSTM (Ding et al., 2018) have been
successfully used for offline unconstrained line/word recognition and
OCR/character recognition, respectively. It is very useful to use CNNs
for capturing the spatial relationship in data, and using memory units
of LSTM/RNN for keeping the memory of previous state that makes
it more suitable to work with sequential data and time series data.
The success of employing DL in OHWR can also be viewed from the
LSTM architecture based Google’s OHWR system deployed in various
products (Keysers et al., 2017).

In the present work, we deal with recognizing online handwritten
Gurmukhi words using deep architecture CNN. Generally, OHWR is
carried out in two different paradigms-holistic and analytic. In holistic
approach which is also called word-based approach, segmentation mod-
ule is not required for recognition, whereas analytic approach needs
segmentation to recognize handwritten words. OHWR based on holis-
tic approach has many advantages over the analytic approach (Mad-
hvanath & Govindaraju, 2001). The need of segmentation for analytic
approach based word recognition leads to decompose the OHWR task
into the problem of recognizing a sequence of smaller subunits, and it
further faces major problems as segmentation ambiguity and determi-
nation of the identity of each segment (Kang et al., 2014). In view to
see the advantages of holistic approach (Madhvanath & Govindaraju,
2001), the present study relies on features and matching at word
level for determination of the identity of the word. Also, since there
is no benchmark result available for static representation of online
handwritten Gurmukhi word samples, the text as an image is also
considered for OHWR of Gurmukhi data after conversion of online
handwritten words to static representation of handwriting as a part of
present the study.

1.1. Gurmukhi the script of Punjabi language

The Indic scripts that belong to the family of Brahmi scripts are
categorized into Southern and Northern Indic scripts. Gurmukhi is the
one of these popular Northern Indic scripts which is the script of
14th most widely spoken language(Punjabi) of the world (Kumar &
Sharma, 2013a), and it is one of the 10 official Indian scripts (Bharath
& Madhvanath, 2010). The Punjabi language speaking people not only
reside in North Indian parts such as Punjab, Harayana and Delhi but

also reside in rest of the world, including America, Australia, Canada,
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England, Germany, Kenya, Singapore, Saudi Arabia, New Zealand and
UAE etc. Punjabi is the second most widely-spoken language in Pakistan
but has no official status. The word ‘‘Gurmukhi’’ for Gurmukhi script is
derived from the ‘‘Guramukhi’’ Punjabi term, and it means ‘‘from Guru’s
mouth’’ (Kumar et al., 2011). The standardization of Gurmukhi script
was done in 16th century and the origin of Gurmukhi script is around
500 years old, but it shares many characters with Sharada and Takari
scripts, so Gurmukhi characters are even older than 500 years.

To recognize online handwriting in all scripts, the identification
of fundamental units of writing is necessary, and these are called
symbols of the script which denote consonants, vowels and vowel
modifiers of the script. The symbol set for Gurmukhi script is given
in Fig. 1. Gurmukhi script has 35 primary consonants, comprising 3
vowel bearers that form the basis for vowels; 10 independent vowels;
12 vowel modifiers, comprising three auxiliary signs; 2 half characters
that are placed in the lower zone; and 6 secondary consonants, which
are derived from primary consonants using a dot symbol in the feet.
In Fig. 1, the basic consonants are represented by symbols 1 to 35
where first three symbols (vowel bearers) form the basis for vowels, the
symbols 36 to 41 represent the multi component characters (secondary
consonants derived from basic consonants having dot at the feet), the
vowel modifiers and half characters are represented by symbols 42 to
53 and 54 to 55, respectively. In vowel modifiers, the symbols 51 to 53
are auxiliary signs. Gurmukhi script is also called ‘‘Pentehi’’ in Punjabi
language because it consists of 35 basic characters. The Gurmukhi
words are written from left to right direction in top to bottom approach,
but individual Gurmukhi strokes are also written in a right to left
direction. Most Gurmukhi characters have a horizontal line at the top
and it is called headline. The headline is also used for linking characters
together to formulate the words. A Gurmukhi word is divided into
three different zones. The region above the headline is called upper
zone, where vowels or its subparts are placed. The middle zone is
the busiest zone and it lies below the headline, where consonants or
subparts of vowels are placed. The lower zone is present below the
foot of consonants, where a few vowels and half characters are placed.
Though it is said that Gurmukhi is cursive in writing (Kumar & Sharma,
2013a), but it would not be wrong to say that Gurmukhi script is
not only cursive in nature, as Gurmukhi writers also write words in
mixed cursive or run-on discrete manner (Sharma, 2009). As Gurmukhi
is not an isolated script and the problems faced for OHWR in other
related Brahmi scripts are also faced for OHWR in Gurmukhi. One of
primary challenges for researchers to work in the area of OHWR in
Gurmukhi script is that the available studies for handwritten text recog-
nition in Gurmukhi are either on smaller units such as characters and
strokes or offline handwriting recognition. The only available study for
OHWR in Gurmukhi is Singh and Sharma (2019), it recognizes online
handwritten Gurmukhi words in four different writing environments.
Further, OHWR in Gurmukhi script also faces other problems such as
the isomorphic nature of characters, character/stroke order variation
in handwritten words, dissimilarity in writing style of writers (Kumar
& Sharma, 2013a), unfamiliarity of Gurmukhi writers to write using a
digital pen on a digital surface, a large number of stroke classes, more
than one characters in a single stroke and difficulty to segment words
into characters. As an unavailability of major benchmarked results for
OHWR in Gurmukhi especially using deep learning architecture to date,
the present study is a novel effort to provide a set of benchmarks for
OHWR in Gurmukhi using different deep architectures.

This article consists of five sections including this section. The rest of
this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 presents the recent decades
work done for online handwriting in Gurmukhi script and other related
Indic scripts that share many common properties with the Gurmukhi.
Section 3 describes the existing deep learning architectures. Section 4
discusses the deep architecture used in the present study. Experimental
results have been presented in Section 5, where OHWR results for
Gurmukhi script using static representation of handwriting have been
presented. Finally, Section 6 concludes the present article.
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Fig. 1. Gurmukhi symbol set; the basic consonants are showed by first 35 symbols, the next 6 symbols having dot at the feet represent the multi component characters (here
dot distinguish these characters from basic Gurmukhi characters). The vowel modifiers are represented by next 12 symbols and the last 2 symbols represent the half characters in
Gurmukhi.
2. Literature review

The study of script family and different writing systems by Ghosh
et al. (2010) presented that the Gurmukhi script uses the abugidas
writing system and it shares many properties with other Indic scripts, so
the comprehensive review presented in context of online handwriting
is for Gurmukhi and other related Indic scripts. The major research
for online handwriting in Indic scripts is done in recent decades, so
the present study presented the work done for Indic scripts online
handwriting in recent decade mainly. Further, the literature regarding
online handwriting in Indic scripts for smaller units as characters or
strokes is also presented here because the reports on it also assist
OHWR research greatly. The Table 1 and 2 show the selected recent
recognition results for online handwritten characters/digits/strokes and
words in Indic scripts, respectively.

2.1. Online handwriting recognition in Indic scripts

One of the major challenges for language technology research for
online handwriting in the Indian context has been the lack of the avail-
ability of benchmarked datasets for Indic scripts. In 2004, Bhaskarab-
hatla and Madhvanath (2004) made a vital contribution in this direc-
tion, and discussed the experiences in online handwriting recognition
for collection of handwriting data in Indic scripts. They described
the data collection process at isolated character and word level, and
discussed the user interface issues and explicit annotation at word level.
In the same year, Deepu et al. (2004) used PCA (Duda et al., 2000) tech-
nique to classify online handwritten isolated Tamil characters, where
the constraints of traditional classification technique were avoided with
the introduction of pre-clustering and modified distance measure.

The preprocessing, feature extraction and classification techniques
applied in this study were script independent, and this makes it appli-
cable for other Indic and non-Indic scripts also. In 2007, Bharath and
Madhvanath (2007) used the HMM based symbol and word modeling
for writer independent OHWR in Tamil script, and presented recog-
nition results with lexicon sizes of 1K, 2K, 5K, 10K and 20K Tamil
words and attained best results with 1K lexicon size. In the same
year, Swethalakshmi et al. (2007) used SVM classifier to recognize
3

online handwritten isolated Telugu and Devanagari characters, where
strokes were explicitly grouped into characters based on “proximity
analysis’’ and recognition of each stroke in it was done. Roy et al.
(2007) recognized online handwritten Bangla characters and numer-
als based on the sequential and dynamical information of the pen
movements in handwriting trajectory. Bhattacharya et al. (2007) used
direction code based feature extraction technique to recognize online
handwritten isolated Bangla characters. A novel study to recognize
online handwritten Bangla character based on stochastic modeling
was given by Parui et al. (2008) in 2008, where they recognized
online handwritten Bangla strokes using HMM classifier in first stage
and look-up tables were used to recognize characters from strokes in
second stage. The first ever work for OHWR in Bangla script was done
by Bhattacharya et al. (2008). In their work, headline position and
busy zone of the word were used to segment Bangla words into strokes,
and 8 directional (Bhattacharya et al., 2007) feature vector for every
stroke of the word was used for stroke recognition with MQDF (Kimura
et al., 1987) classifier, finally characters are formed using rule based
script knowledge and words are recognized. In 2009, Sternby et al.
(2009) used template matching technique to recognize the Arabic
online handwriting, where diacritical marks were dealt dynamically.
Although, the availability of benchmarked datasets for OHWR in Indic
scripts is very limited, but the freely available benchmarked datasets
for online handwritten isolated characters in Indic scripts made it
possible for Mondal et al. (2010) to recognize online handwritten iso-
lated characters for Bangla, Devanagari, Tamil and Telugu scripts, and
presented benchmarked results in 2010. In their work, they obtained
recognition results using three different classifiers as HMM, MLP and
NN, and they used chain code histogram and point-float values for
feature extraction. They concluded that chain-code histogram feature
values give the best recognition accuracy irrespective of classifiers, and
the NN classifier gives the best recognition accuracy irrespective of
the feature vector used. In the same year, Nethravathi et al. (2010)
collected handwriting samples of different writing styles from large
number of users, and created dataset for online handwritten Kannada
and Tamil words. A set of novel features to recognize unconstrained
online Devanagari handwriting was described by Lajish and Kopparapu

(2010), and used fuzzy directional features and directional features
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Table 1
Reported accuracy results for online handwritten character/digit/stroke recognition in Indic scripts.

Script References Dataset Classifier/Method Accuracy rate (%)

Gurmukhi
Singh et al. (2020) Strokes based on minimal

set of words
CNN 93.19 to 95.03

Singh et al. (2016) Strokes based on minimal
set of words

HMM 87.10, 85.43 and 84.33 for
different zones

Kumar et al. (2014) Multi stroke based
akhsharas

SVM 93.33 for Gurmukhi Mukta

Kumar and Sharma (2013b) Characters Set theory for post processing 80.3 overall and 95.6 for one
character stroke sequencing

Sharma et al. (2008) Characters Elastic matching 90.08

Devanagari
Ghosh and Roy (2015b) Characters ZSDP, SVM 90.63
Ghosh and Roy (2015b) Characters Zone wise structural and directional

features (ZSD), SVM
85.10

Chowdhury et al. (2013) Characters Levenshtein distance metric 83.95
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, HMM 82.43
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, Multi-layer

perceptron (MLP)
83.30

Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, HMM 87.13
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, MLP 86.15
Swethalakshmi et al. (2006) Characters SVM 96.69 (42 classes) and 97.27 (82

classes)

Bangla
Ghosh and Roy (2015b) Characters ZSDP, SVM 92.48
Ghosh and Roy (2015b) Characters ZSD, SVM 87.48
Surinta et al. (2013) Digits Contour angular technique (CAT), SVM 95.9, 40% train data
Surinta et al. (2013) Digits Hotspot technique (HOT), SVM 92.7, 40% train data
Surinta et al. (2013) Digits Gray pixel-based method (GPB), SVM 95.9, 40% train data
Surinta et al. (2013) Digits Black and white down scaled method

(BWS), SVM
94.1, 40% train data

Chowdhury et al. (2013) Characters Levenshtein distance metric 86.24
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, HMM 81.55
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, MLP 84.40
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, HMM 90.72
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, MLP 89.82
Lajish and Kopparapu (2010) Characters Directional Feature (DF) 74.86
Lajish and Kopparapu (2010) Characters Fuzzy Directional Features (FDF) 82.75
Parui et al. (2008) Characters HMM, look-up tables 87.7 (character level accuracy),

84.6 (Stroke level accuracy)
Bhattacharya et al. (2007) Characters Direction code histogram features, MLP 93.90 and 83.61
Roy et al. (2007) Characters Quadratic classifier 91.13

Tamil
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters Bayesian network (BN) 83.85
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters Random BN (RBN) 86.10
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters Online RBN (ORBN) 87.80
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters Semi-supervised ORBN (SSORBN) 88.48
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters Naive bayesian (NB) 78.26
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters SVM 90.68
Kunwar et al. (2014) Characters HMM 87.82
Chowdhury et al. (2013) Characters Levenshtein distance metric 85
N. Murthy and Ramakrishnan
(2011)

Characters Dexterous classifier 90.2

Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, HMM 84.67
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, MLP 84.98
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, HMM 92.10
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, MLP 91.80

Telugu
Kinjarapu et al. (2016) Characters SVM 90.21
Chowdhury et al. (2013) Characters Levenshtein Distance Metric 87.10
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, HMM 85.72
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Point-float feature, MLP 86.97
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, HMM 91.82
Mondal et al. (2010) Characters Chain-code feature, MLP 92.37
Arora and Namboodiri (2010) Characters SVM, decision directed acyclic graph

(DDAG)
95.12

Prasanth et al. (2007) Characters Dynamic time warping (DTW) 90.6
Babu et al. (2007) Symbols HMM 91.6 (Top-1) and 98.7 (Top-5)

Kannada
Prasad et al. (2012) Characters Principal component analysis (PCA) 87.5
Prasad et al. (2012) Characters DTW 63.5
Rampalli and Ramakrishnan
(2011)

Characters SVM, angles and derivatives 81.2

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued).
Script References Dataset Classifier/Method Accuracy rate (%)

Rampalli and Ramakrishnan
(2011)

Characters Fusion classifier 92.3

N. Murthy and Ramakrishnan
(2011)

Characters Dexterous classifier 92.6

Prasad et al. (2009) Characters Divide and conquer strategy (DCS) 77.6 and 81.3

Gujarati
Gohel et al. (2015) Characters 𝑘-NN, low level stroke (LLS) features 93
Gohel et al. (2015) Digits 𝑘-NN, LLS features 95
Prasad and Kulkarni (2014) Characters Adaptive neuro fuzzy classifier (ANFC) 65.67, 62 and 68
Table 2
Reported accuracy results for online handwritten word recognition in Indic scripts.

Script References Classifier/Method Accuracy rate (%)

Gurmukhi
Singh and Sharma (2019) HMM, step by step approach 82.20 to 85.98 (data/writer

dependent and independent
modes)

Sharma et al. (2009) Rearrangement of strokes, Elastic
matching

81.02

Devanagari
Ghosh et al. (2019) BLSTM 94.34 to 99.50 (for 1K to 10K

size)
Ghosh and Roy (2016) Zone wise slopes of dominant

points (ZSDP) approach, HMM
93.82

Bharath and Madhvanath
(2012)

HMM 87.13

Bangla
Ghosh et al. (2019) BLSTM 87.38 to 95.24 (for 1K to 10K

size)
Bhattacharya et al. (2018) HMM, Mod-NPen features 94.10 (250 lexicon size), 76.30

(20K lexicon size)
Bhattacharya et al. (2017) HMM 89.29 (All test set words)
Bhattacharya et al. (2016) SVM 94.3 (Character level accuracy)
Ghosh and Roy (2016) ZSDP, HMM 90.23
Samanta et al. (2015) DCEseg, HMM 84.67
Samanta et al. (2015) MINseg, HMM 85.69
Samanta et al. (2015) ANGseg, HMM 84.85
Chowdhury et al. (2015) Fuzzy features 77%
Srimany et al. (2014) SVM 87.73
Samanta et al. (2014) HMM 89.65
Frinken et al. (2014b) Bi-directional long short-term

(BLSTM) neural network
55.05 (Complex words)

Frinken et al. (2014a) BLSTM neural network 89, 85.9 (Lexicon-driven word
recognition)

Bhattacharya et al. (2013) Rule based segmentation, SVM 97.45
Bhattacharya and Pal (2012) Rule based segmentation, SVM 97.68 (Stroke level accuracy)
Fink et al. (2010b) HMM 87.70
Bhattacharya et al. (2008) MQDF 82.34

Tamil
Sundaram and Ramakrishnan
(2015)

SVM + bigram + DTW 81.6

Urala et al. (2014) SVM + bigram 89.2 (Symbol level accuracy,
GNote data), 74.5 (Word level
accuracy, GNote data)

Urala et al. (2014) SVM + bigram 83.22 (Symbol level accuracy,
tablet PC data), 54.2 (Word level
accuracy, tablet PC data)

Urala et al. (2014) SVM 78.52 (Symbol level accuracy,
tablet PC data), 40.05 (Word
level accuracy, tablet PC data)

Sundaram and Ramakrishnan
(2013)

Dominant overlap criterion
segmentation (DOCS), SVM

50.9

Sundaram and Ramakrishnan
(2013)

Attention feedback segmentation
(AFS), SVM

64.9

Bharath and Madhvanath
(2012)

HMM 91.8

Sundaram and Ramakrishnan
(2011)

Dominant overlap segmentation
(DOS), SVM

86.9 (Symbol level accuracy)

Bharath and Madhvanath
(2007)

HMM 94.49, 93.17 and 92.15 for 5k,
10k and 20k words respectively
for character recognition. Arora and Namboodiri (2010) proposed a

hybrid system to recognize online handwriting in Indian scripts, and
5

it handles ambiguities in segmentation as well as stroke recognition.

A lexicon free segmentation technique for OHWR in Tamil script was
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proposed by Sundaram and Ramakrishnan (2011) in 2011, and it is
also applicable to other non cursive Indic scripts. In their work, they
proved that the OHWR accuracy is greatly affected by the segmentation
quality. Sundaram and Ramakrishnan (2011) analyzed the challenges
faced for text input methods in Indic scripts, and concluded that the
existing methods either require huge manual intervention or most of
the existing approaches for OHWR in Indic scripts are script dependent.
They proposed a data driven and script independent approach for
OHWR in Devanagari and Tamil scripts. The best results for Tamil
and Devanagari were obtained using lexicon driven approach, and
combination of lexicon free and lexicon driven approach, respectively.
Further, an algorithm for headline detection that identifies the mul-
tiple headline strokes present in a word was also proposed in their
work. Rampalli and Ramakrishnan (2011) presented a method to rec-
ognize online handwritten Kannada characters by combining offline
image based recognition, where the accuracy of online handwriting
recognizer was improved by 11% when it was combined with offline
handwriting recognizer. A novel dexterous classification technique to
recognize online handwritten Kannada and Tamil characters using PCA
with NN classifier at first stage and DTW classifier with different
feature combinations at second stage was proposed by N. Murthy
and Ramakrishnan (2011). In 2012, Prasad et al. (2012) recognized
online handwritten isolated Kannada characters using PCA and DTW
techniques, and attained better accuracy with statistical technique PCA.
In 2013, Chowdhury et al. (2013) proposed a new technique (based on
similarity measures between samples) to recognize online handwritten
Bangla, Devanagari, Tamil and Telgu characters using Levenshtein
distance metric, where shape and position information was used for
representation of feature vector. Sundaram and Ramakrishnan (2013)
introduced a two moduled script dependent lexicon free segmentation
scheme for online handwritten Tamil words, and it solves the problem
of under and over segmentation also. A segmentation study to deal with
basic and compound characters in online handwritten Bangla words
was presented by Bhattacharya et al. (2013) by extending their earlier
work (Bhattacharya & Pal, 2012).

The work done for Indic script online handwriting recognition in
recent five years is praiseworthy. In 2014, Samanta et al. (2014) used
completely linked non-homogeneous HMM classifier with linear and
circular features to recognize unconstrained online handwritten Bangla
words, where a new technique was also proposed for determination
of initial transition and emission probabilities for HMM to avoid over
fitting of training data. In their work, the results of two HMMs were
combined for recognition, where one HMM takes input in natural order
and other in reverse order. Prasad and Kulkarni (2014) recognized on-
line handwritten isolated Gujarati characters using ANFC and weighted
𝑘 - NN classifiers, and attained better results with 𝑘 - NN classifier.

he first ever study for online learning of handwritten characters of
ndic scripts in a semi-supervised environment was done by Kunwar
t al. (2014), where they used naive bayes and RBN classifiers for
nline handwritten character recognition in Tamil script and attained
etter results with RBN. Frinken et al. (2014b) used BLSTM neural
etwork for OHWR (containing compound characters) in Bangla script.
hey proposed an unsupervised technique to extract features. The
echnique was based on dissimilarity space embedding (DSE) of local
eighborhoods around the points along the trajectory, to recognize
nline handwritten Bangla text was proposed by Frinken et al. (2014b).

In 2015, Ghosh and Roy (2015b) used two different feature extrac-
ion approaches to recognize online handwritten character recognition
n Bengali and Devanagari scripts. In first approach, online handwritten
tokes were partitioned into local zones, and structural and directional
eatures were extracted in these zones. Although, the second scheme
lso used the local zone partitioning, but it detected the dominant
oints in every stroke and slope angles between successive dominant
oints were used for feature extraction. Chowdhury et al. (2015) used
uzzy linguistic rules to develop a framework for OHWR in Bangla
cript, where developed model comprises four key modules as: segmen-

ation, fuzzy feature extraction, learning phase and recognition phase. n

6

A novel script independent segmentation technique for OHWR was pro-
posed by Samanta et al. (2015) in 2015, and used Bangla word samples
for testing this segmentation scheme. This study also presented that
the non-homogeneous HMM based recognition methodology explained
in Samanta et al. (2014) is independent over different segmentation
strategies and scripts. Gohel et al. (2015) proposed a low level stroke
feature based technique for recognition of online handwritten numerals
and characters in Gujarati script, where they used 𝑘-NN classifier for
recognition and attained best results with combination of LLS and
directional features. Sundaram and Ramakrishnan (2015) used bigram
language models and re-evaluation strategy for OHWR in Tamil script.
The SVM classifier was used for recognition of individual symbols after
segmentation, and the recognition accuracy was improved by using
(i) a bigram language model at the character level and (ii) expert
classifiers for re-evaluating and disambiguating the various sets of
confused symbols.

In 2016, Bhattacharya et al. (2016) proposed an end-to-end system
to recognize online handwriting in Bangla script. The developed model
combines the line segmentation, word segmentation, stroke segmen-
tation, preprocessing, sub-stroke recognition, character recognition,
word formation and post processing modules for continuous online
Bangla handwriting recognition. Google’s real world multi-language
and multi-script recognition system for online handwriting was pro-
posed by Keysers et al. (2016), it recognizes 22 scripts of 97 languages.

he comparison of zone based features for OHWR in Bengali and
evanagari scripts was done by Ghosh and Roy (2016), where they
mployed HMM based recognition technique to study and compare
hree feature extraction methods. Kinjarapu et al. (2016) proposed
n efficient SVM-based online handwriting recognition system for iso-
ated handwritten Telugu characters, where they attained comparable
ecognition performances without preprocessing of data and using only
8 simple features in comparison to hundreds of features used in
iterature. A scheme to detect and clean noisy regions from online
andwritten words in Bangla script was proposed by Bhattacharya
t al. (2017). In 2018, a novel set of features for online handwritten
angla character recognition was presented by Sen et al. (2018a), and
he evaluation of this study was done using 15,000 isolated character
amples. In the same year, Sen et al. (2018b) presented a stroke-based
ord segmentation approach for connected strokes in online Bangla
andwriting. P. et al. (2018) proposed an RNN based OHWR system in
evanagari script. A writer independent unconstrained OHWR system
omposed of combined set of modified features in Bangla script was
roposed by Bhattacharya et al. (2018), where Mod-NPen features were
odified over Npen++ features for better recognition accuracy and
MM classifier was used for explicit-segmentation-free recognition. A
omputational analysis for online Kannada handwriting recognition
ith different pre-processing and testing methodology for SVM clas-

ifier was carried out by Ramya and Shama (2018), where the feature
et consisted of normalized horizontal and vertical coordinates, writing
irection and curvature at a point. Recently, an LSTM and BLSTM
ased cursive and non-cursive OHWR system in Devanagari and Bengali
cripts was proposed by Ghosh et al. (2019) in 2019, where developed
ystem carried out training of basic strokes using RNN after dividing the
ach word into three horizontal zones. The proposed system overcame
he drawbacks of HMM based recognition systems and it provided new
nsights to develop similar systems for other Indic scripts as well.

.2. Online handwriting recognition in Gurmukhi script

The above mentioned studies give a comprehensive review on the
esearch achievements for Indic script online handwriting in recent
ears. However, compared with these Indic script studies, when it
omes to online Gurmukhi handwriting recognition, the work done
s very limited. The major available results for online handwritten
urmukhi text recognition are on smaller units such as characters and

trokes. In 2008, Sharma et al. (2008) used elastic matching tech-

ique to recognize online handwritten characters in Gurmukhi script,
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where every character was recognized in two stages, the first stage
recognizes unknown strokes and the characters based on identified
strokes are recognized in second stage. In 2009, Sharma et al. (2009)
proposed rearrangement of strokes technique, which is applied after
post-processing phase for OHWR in Gurmukhi and it is also applicable
to other Indic scripts such as Bangla and Devanagari. In 2013, Kumar
and Sharma (2013b) developed a post processor to improve the recog-
nition accuracy of online handwritten Gurmukhi characters, where an
algorithm to form characters from strokes and the solution to deal with
stroke sequencing and overwriting of strokes in Gurmukhi characters
was proposed. The developed set theory based algorithm attained best
results for one character sequencing as compared to multiple and
unknown character sequencing. In 2014, Kumar et al. (2014) proposed
a SVM based recognition algorithm for online handwritten Gurmukhi
characters and recognized Gurmukhi characters based on multi strokes.
A novel work for the development of benchmarked dataset for online
handwritten Gurmukhi strokes based on minimal set of words was done
by Singh et al. (2016) in 2016. In 2017, Singh et al. (2017) proposed a
dominant points based script independent feature extraction technique
to recognize online handwritten strokes and validated their results with
benchmarked Gurmukhi dataset (Singh et al., 2016) also. Because of
the inadequate available literature for OHWR in Gurmukhi script, it is
very difficult to find existing work on online handwritten Gurmukhi
words recognition. The only available work for an end-to-end OHWR
in Gurmukhi script was done by Singh and Sharma (2019) in 2019,
where proposed work dealt the unsolved problem of online handwritten
Gurmukhi word recognition in real situations and proposed a four-step
novel model based on a minimal set of words for OHWR of Gurmukhi
script in four different data/writer dependent and independent modes
of writing. Recently, in 2020, Singh et al. (2020) proposed a novel
feature extraction technique to recognize online handwritten Gurmukhi
strokes based on self controlled Ramer–Douglas–Peucker (RDP) algo-
rithm, and achieved above 90% recognition accuracy on Gurmukhi
dataset (Singh et al., 2016). This study overcome the shortcomings of
the traditional chain code based feature extraction approach, and pre-
pared a smaller length feature vector for handwritten strokes without
preprocessing and without any control parameter to RDP.

3. Deep learning architecture

In the last few years, DL based networks has led to great per-
formance on a variety of problems. The DL architectures have been
successfully applied in different practical applications as computer
vision, big data analysis, speech recognition, acoustic modeling for
audio classification (Dong et al., 2021; Gu et al., 2018; Schmidhuber,
2015; Szegedy et al., 2014), image editing and video enhancement,
statistical learning, recommendation systems (Liu et al., 2017), event
detection, action recognition, intelligent surveillance, multimedia un-
derstanding (Yao et al., 2019), and cybersecurity (Dixit & Silakari,
2021). The DL architecture has demonstrated a powerful framework for
background subtraction in video acquired by static cameras (Bouwmans
et al., 2018, 2019). Among different types DL networks used in these
applications, CNNs have been most extensively studied and used (Gu
et al., 2018). The research on CNN has emerged rapidly and attained
the state-of-the-art results on various tasks too.

The DL architectures have also been widely used for pattern recog-
nition tasks and achieved good performance for image recognition
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Szegedy et al., 2015), face recognition (Taig-
man et al., 2014), text recognition (Ciregan et al., 2012; Ciresan et al.,
2011; Goodfellow et al., 2013; Simard et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2012)
and human pose estimation (Tompson et al., 2014). These architectures
have also fundamentally altered the traditional form of pattern recog-
nition and made an important development in several handwriting
recognition tasks also. The major breakthrough of DL that the present
study has also employed, the feature extraction and classification can
be done automatically within DL models.
7

Different DL architectures as: CNN and RNN: LSTM and BLSTM
specifically designed for sequential data, have been used in existing
studies to perform text recognition in online and offline mode of
writing in different scripts. The major problem with the RNN deep
network is the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al., 1994) due
to decay of output layer as it cycles through the recurrent connections
of the network. This problem causes for access of incomplete range of
contextual information by RNN, and the architecture of RNN cannot
retain contextual information for a long period of time.

3.1. Convolutional Neural Network

Amongst different DL models, the CNN is the most widely used,
especially in image recognition. The CNN is a particular type of
multi-layer NN. Like other networks, CNNs are also trained by using
back propagation algorithms, and the dissimilarity is in their architec-
tures (Lecun et al., 1998; Simard et al., 2003). The CNN is a great fit
for representation of an image structure, as image pixels have strong
relation to their neighboring pixels and have little correlation with the
far away pixels. Further the weight sharing strategy of CNN ensures
that different parts of an image can share similar properties as texture
and brightness. CNN can effectively abstract and extract 2D features.
The CNN max-pooling layer can effectively absorb shape variations.
Further, sparse connection with tied weights makes is possible to
involve CNN with fewer parameters than a similar sized fully connected
network. Most significantly, CNN can be trained with the gradient-
based learning algorithm and it suffers less from the diminishing
gradient problem. The handwritten text recognition using CNN is more
challenging task than image recognition since the characters and words
commonly have various appearances according to different writers,
writing styles and writing surfaces. Simply by using CNN, promising
results can be obtained for text recognition. Nevertheless, in order to
get best results for handwritten text recognition using CNN, there are
various other issues which need to be addressed for CNN as there
is always need to choose the appropriate CNN based framework for
handwriting recognition. For handwritten text recognition, CNN was
initially applied for recognition of digits (LeCun et al., 1998). Then CNN
and its variants are gradually adopted to various other handwriting
applications.

3.1.1. CNN architecture
The CNN architecture consists of two key parts as feature extraction

and classification. In feature extraction part, every layer of the CNN
network obtains the output from its instant preceding layer as inputs
and passes current output as an input to the immediate next layer,
where classifier makes the predicted outputs associated with the input
data. The CNN architecture has two basic layers as: convolution and
pooling layers (LeCun et al., 1998). Every node of convolution layer
performs the convolution operation on the input nodes and extracts
the features from input. The max-pooling layer reduce the size of the
network through maximum/average operation on input nodes. The
outputs of 𝑛 − 1𝑡ℎ layer are employed as input to 𝑛𝑡ℎ layer, where the
inputs pass through kernels set trailed by nonlinear function ReLU. The
advanced CNN architectures consist of a stack of convolutional layers
and max-pooling layers followed by fully connected and softmax layer
at the end. Overall an efficient CNN architecture can be constructed
using fundamental components as convolution layer, pooling layer,
fully connected layer, and Softmax layer.

3.2. Recurrent neural network

An RNN is a class of DL networks where connections in nodes
form a directed graph along a temporal sequence and it permits for
exhibition of temporal dynamic behavior. An RNN is also derived from
feed forward NN and it can process variable length sequences of inputs
by using their internal state. This property of RNN makes it applicable
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to unsegmented tasks as connected handwriting recognition (Graves
et al., 2009) and speech recognition (Li & Wu, 2015; Sak et al., 2014).
Recurrent neural network term refers to two broad network classes
having alike general structure, where one RNN is a directed acyclic
graph that can be unrolled and replaced with a strictly feed forward
neural network, and other RNN is a directed cyclic graph that cannot
be unrolled. Both types of RNN can have additional stored states, and
the NN can directly control the storage. Other network or graph can
also replace the storage, if it incorporates time delays or has feedback
loops. These controlled states are referred as gated memory/state, and
these are part of LSTMs and gated recurrent units.

3.2.1. RNN architecture
The RNNs are different as a variety of operations over a sequence

of vectors over time are allowed by them. There are also different RNN
architectures with respective to its applications. RNN architectures are
classified into one to one, one to many, many to one and many to many
architectures. One to one is a standard mode of classification without
RNN and it is commonly used for image classification. One to many
RNN takes a single input and produces a sequence of outputs, and it
is commonly used for image captioning jobs where a set of caption
words output is needed for a single input image. Many to one RNN
architecture has a sequence of inputs and produces one output only. It
is mostly used in those cases where inputs are given as sentences or set
of words and output is given in form of a positive/negative expression.
Many to many RNN architecture gives a sequence of outputs for a
sequence of inputs and it is mostly used for video classification and
machine translation jobs.

3.2.2. Long–Short Term Memory
An LSTM (Graves et al., 2009; Hochreiter & Schmidhuber, 1997)

is a special type of RNN architecture, and it is particularly designed
to overcome the vanishing gradient problem (Bengio et al., 1994). An
LSTM hidden layer consists of recurrently connected memory blocks,
where each block has one or more recurrently connected memory cells,
for which three multiplicative gates: input gate, output gate, and forget
gate are used to control the activation. These gates makes it possible
to access and store the contextual information over a long period of
time. More specifically, the cell activation is not overwritten by new
inputs until the input gate remains closed. Correspondingly, as long as
the output gate stays open, the cell activation is accessed by the rest of
the network and the activation cell’s recurrent connection is controlled
by forget gate. Similar to the CNN architecture, it has multiple forward
and backward layers in each LSTM layer, and multiple feature maps at
the output layer, and stacking of multiple LSTM layers with the use of
max-pooling sub-sampling.

3.2.3. LSTM architecture
LSTM is an RNN architecture that takes values over arbitrary inter-

vals. LSTM is well suitable to classify, process and predict time series
given time lags of unknown duration. The weights in LSTM are updated
using back propagation through time training algorithm. The cell state
called gates is the main scheme of LSTM. The information can be added
and removed to gates by LSTM and the input gate, output gate and
forget gate are defined as following:

𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑊𝑓 .[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑓 ),

𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑊𝑖.[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑖),

�̃�𝑡 = tanh(𝑊𝐶 .[ℎ𝐶−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝐶 ),

𝐶𝑡 = 𝑓𝑡 ∗ 𝐶𝑡−1 + 𝑖𝑡 ∗ �̃�𝑡,

𝑂𝑡 = 𝛼(𝑊𝑂 .[ℎ𝑡−1, 𝑥𝑡] + 𝑏𝑂),

ℎ𝑡 = 𝑂𝑡 ∗ tanh(𝐶𝑡).
 n
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3.2.4. Bidirectional long–short term memory
In many pattern recognition problems, it needs to access the past

and future contexts together. As an illustration, in handwriting recog-
nition problems, knowing the characters that appear both to the left
and right of it helps in character recognition. Bidirectional RNNs
(BRNNs) (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997) can be used to obtain the con-
textual information in both the directions along the input sequence.
BRNNs have two different hidden layers, where one layer is used to
process the input sequence in the forward direction and the other in the
backward direction. BRNN provides context to past and future of each
point in the sequence because both hidden layers are linked to the same
output layer. BRNNs were successfully applied for protein structure
prediction and speech processing (Schuster & Paliwal, 1997), and
BRNNs outperformed the standard RNNs in various sequence learning
tasks. BLSTM are Combination of BRNNs and LSTM.

3.2.5. BLSTM architecture
BLSTMs process the input sequences in two directions having two

sub layers to consider the full input context. Two sub layers of BLSTM
can perform computations in both forward ( ⃖⃗ℎ) and backward (⃖⃖ℎ) hidden
layers. Both ⃖⃗ℎ and ⃖⃖ℎ are combined to compute the output sequence (𝑦)
as following:

⃖⃗ℎ𝑡 = (𝑊𝑥⃖⃗ℎ𝑥𝑡 +𝑊⃖⃗ℎ⃖⃗ℎ ⃖⃗ℎ𝑡−1 + 𝑏⃖⃗ℎ)
⃖⃖ℎ𝑡 = (𝑊𝑥⃖⃖ℎ𝑥𝑡 +𝑊⃖⃖ℎ⃖⃖ℎ⃖⃖ℎ𝑡+1 + 𝑏⃖⃖ℎ)

𝑡 = (𝑊⃖⃗ℎ𝑦 ⃖⃗ℎ𝑡 +𝑊⃖⃖ℎ𝑦⃖⃖ℎ𝑡 + 𝑏⃖⃖ℎ)

Though the introduction of deep networks have seen a dramatic in-
rease in the performance of recognition systems, but there are certain
ssues of these networks, like nonconvex training problem results to
ptimization algorithms may not return a global minima (Haeffele & Vi-
al, 2017; Yun et al., 2018). The robustness of successful convolutional
nd recurrent, deep neural networks is seldom apprised, especially after
he attainment of high classification accuracy (Sengupta & Friston,
018). The robustness of deep networks can also be improved using
tability training (Giryes et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2016). The numerical
nstabilities in derivative-based learning algorithms is one of critical
ssues of deep architectures, and it can be solved by using forward
ropagation techniques (Haber & Ruthotto, 2017). The deep networks
ased classifiers are also vulnerable to human-imperceptive adversarial
erturbations, and it results DNN classifiers to output wrong predictions
ith high confidence. The robust detection of adversarial attacks can
e done by modeling the intrinsic properties of deep networks (Zheng
Hong, 2018).

. Architecture used

This section discusses the neural network architectures used for
andwriting recognition from online and offline data. As CNN, also
alled ConvNet, are among the most popular deep learning techniques,
nd it concentrates on capturing spatial and temporal relationship of
he input data. Usually, CNN refers to 2-dimensional CNN (Conv2D) but
t further has two more variants that are 1-dimensional CNN (Conv1D)
nd 3-dimensional CNN (Conv3D). Conv2D is very well suitable in
mage classification, has also given good results in handwriting recog-
ition (Li et al., 2018) but they are heavily parameterized which makes
hem computationally very expensive and require large amount of
emory, whereas Conv1D uses lesser number of parameters, needs

esser memory and computational power (Gan et al., 2019). Unlike
onv2D, which can require hours and days to train the model (Ding
t al., 2018; Gan et al., 2019), Conv1D can be trained in few minutes
nd a single machine without GPUs can be used to trained it. Thus
onv1D, which is very well suitable for problems as time series data,

s also a very good choice in online handwriting recognition.
For recognition of online handwriting the present study used a

etwork, for which Fig. 2 represents architecture for learning on online
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Fig. 2. CNN-DNN Architecture for online learning.

data. The network comprises of three blocks of CNN layers: first block
has two Conv1D layers with 64 filters and one MaxPooling1D layer,
second block has two Conv1D layers with 128 filters followed by
one MaxPooling1D layer, and the third layer has three Conv1D layers
with 256 filters followed by one MaxPooling1D layer. The output
of CNN layers is flattened and passed through two fully connected
Dense layers with 512 neurons and each followed by a dropout of
30% to avoid overfitting of the network. Finally, output of Dense
layers is passed to another Dense layer with neurons equal to the
number of classes which is called the output layer. The present study
has used Conv1Ds with kernel size of 3, padding ‘same’ and rectified
linear unit (ReLU) as an activation function and ReLU is the most
commonly used activation function in deep neural networks, especially
for CNNs. As these layers contain fewer parameters in comparison
to 2-dimensional CNN (Conv2Ds), so these are computationally very
efficient. The Maxpooling1D layer helps by reducing model size by half,
where it sub-samples by receiving the maximum of two adjacent values
in the CNN. The dropout layer helps in controlling the overfitting by
dropping some of the inputs. The output layer uses softmax as the
activation function for classification and provides class probabilities
for each class. The network uses categorical entropy as loss function
and RMSprop optimizer to solve the optimization problem. ReLU and
softmax activation functions are defined below.

𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 (𝑥) = max (0, 𝑥) , (1)

𝑠𝑜𝑓𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥)𝑖 =
𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑥𝑖)

∑

𝑗 𝑒𝑥𝑝(𝑥𝑗 )
(2)

Fig. 3 represents architecture for learning on offline data. Deep
earning needs large amount of data for learning so to make for that
e use transfer learning from image datasets. Transfer learning helps

o use deep learning techniques without requiring much data (Zhuang
t al., 2020). Pre-trained deep learning models are trained on very large
atasets for large number of classes, e.g., VGG16 is trained on Ima-
eNet, which is a dataset of over 14 million images with 1000 classes.
hese pre-trained models are trained for complex image classification
asks but our dataset images consists of simple lines with classes. So
9

Fig. 3. Pre-trained-DNN Architecture for offline learning.

Fig. 4. Representation of a word in online(left side) and offline dataset (right side).

we use only lower level layers of these model for learning low level
features from the images, which are then flattened and passed through
two fully connected dense layers of 512 neurons before passing through
the output layer. The output layer is also a fully connected layer with
neurons equal to number of classes. We also use dropout layers with
40% value after two fully connected (FC) layers to avoid the over-fitting
of the model. The fully connected dense layers use ReLU and output
layer uses softmax activation functions. Since learning task is a multi-
class classification problem so we use categorical cross-entropy as loss
function, and RMSprop as an optimizer.

5. Experimentation

The present study provided the benchmarks results for online hand-
written Gurmukhi word recognition using deep learning architecture
with word based labeling approach in online mode of handwriting.
Further, the overall results for each deep learning architectures are also
evaluated over different interval of number of iterations.

5.1. Database and experimental setting

As a result of freely unavailable benchmarked datasets for OHWR
in major Indic scripts, the development of datasets to train and assess
the recognition model in Indic scripts is the first challenge to be met.
For OHWR in Gurmukhi script, the only available benchmarked dataset
was created by Singh et al. (2016) and Singh and Sharma (2019). Thus
the present work used the benchmarked dataset of online handwritten
Gurmukhi words developed by Singh et al. (2016) and Singh and
Sharma (2019). The minimal set of words were used to train and test
the recognizer (Singh et al., 2016). The Gurmukhi dataset (Singh &
Sharma, 2019; Singh et al., 2016) was collected using pen tablet and
digital writing board devices, where a sensor picks up the pen-up, pen-
down and pen-tip movements (x, y). The information such as current
position, movement direction, starting and stopping points, and (x,y)
coordinate information of plotted points was obtained in data capturing
process. The x and y coordinate values of collected data points of
strokes change as pen moves to left/right and upward/downward,
respectively.

The minimal set of words dataset ‘‘Online Handwritten Gurmukhi
Strokes Dataset Based on Minimal Set of Words’’ (Singh et al., 2016)
for OHWR was formed by collecting handwriting samples of hundred
writers of different genders, handedness, expertise level and geographi-
cal locations. Singh et al. (2016) dataset contains a total number 39411
strokes contributed by hundred writers for 3.5𝐾 words, and the present

HWR study used original word data instead of stroke data for holistic
pproach based training of deep learning architectures of Gurmukhi
ord recognition. The (Singh & Sharma, 2019) dataset for OHWR study
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Fig. 5. Converge of CNN-DNN on online dataset.
Fig. 6. Converge of VGG16-DNN on offline dataset.
f Gurmukhi script, developed by Singh and Sharma was collected
or four different dependent and independent writing environments.
his dataset is split into four parts as: data dependent and writer
ependent environment, data dependent and writer independent, data
ndependent and writer dependent environment, and data independent
nd writer independent. This dataset comprises 7.5𝐾 words comprising
4330 strokes (Singh & Sharma, 2019). The validation of present study
as been done using both writer dependent and writer independent
ata in data dependent mode of Singh et al. (2016) and Singh and
harma (2019) dataset collectively, and a total of 6𝐾 words dataset
sed for validation of this study.

Fig. 4 represents one sample of online data (left) and corresponding
ffline sample (right). We have converted online samples by joining
he consecutive points of the online samples. The continuity in the
ffline samples helps in improving the learning. The two words appears
f different sizes, although they represent the same sample, because
nline samples are plotted as they are written by the writers but offline
amples are plotted on to a fixed image size which is calculated by
verage length and width of the whole online dataset. In this way,
he online data is converted from series of (𝑥, 𝑦) pairs to images which

enable us to utilize transfer learning techniques.
The deep learning models are implemented using Keras library, and

all the experiments are executed on a Linux server with 64 GB RAM and
56 CPUs and one GPU. We have split the dataset into 80:20 ratio for
training and testing, respectively. Moreover, while splitting the dataset
into train and test datasets, we have ensured that samples are divided in
right proportion for writer efficiency of the language. We have selected,
10
using trial-and-error, a mini-batch of 32 samples, a custom learning rate
which varies from 0.00005 to 0.000005. We have provided experiments
to justify the choice of optimizer, mini-batch size, and also provided
experiments to study train-test data splitting of 90:10, 70:30 and 60:40.
Each experiment is run for 50 epochs because the proposed model
converges very fast to the final solution. The performance metrics used
for the experiments is only accuracy because the current recognition
task is class-balanced and other metrics like recall, precision and F1-
score gives results similar to accuracy. Moreover, we have reported the
accuracy obtained at the last epoch.

5.2. Learning on online data

SVM and logistic regression are used as a baseline to compare the
online recognition results with the deep learning techniques. Table 3
represents results with the online dataset. As it is clear from the table,
deep learning cannot even beat the baseline techniques, in fact, all
the technique perform poorly. SVM performs best followed by LR and
CNN-DNN, respectively. The poor performance of models is because
we are passing the complete word to the models which has several
characters/strokes, and due to the small dataset as compared with the
number of features.

Fig. 5 represents the convergence of CNN-DNN model on the online
dataset. 5(a) shows convergence using loss or error against number of
epochs and 5(b) shows convergence using accuracy against number of
epochs. From both the figures, it is clear that, model stops improving
on the test dataset but keeps on improving on the training dataset,
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Table 3
Learning from online data.

Model Results

SVM 27.7%
Logistic Regression 17.00%
CNN-DNN 16.87%

Table 4
Learning from offline data.

Model Results

SVM 86.9%
Logistic Regression 84.5%
VGG16-DNN 97.23%
InceptionV3-DNN 97.06%

i.e., model overfits on the online dataset due to the limited size of the
datasets. Techniques to avoid over-fitting like dropout is used but that
does not improve the performance of the model. That is why the online
dataset is converted to offline dataset where transfer learning can be
used to deal with limited size of the dataset.

5.3. Learning on offline data

We have used two pre-trained neural network, viz., VGG16 (Si-
monyan & Zisserman, 2014) and InceptionV3 (Szegedy et al., 2016),
based deep learning architectures, called as VGG16-DNN and
InceptionV3-DNN, for handwriting recognition on the offline dataset.
This is because our handwriting recognition task is simpler as compared
with ImageNet dataset on which VGG16 and InceptionV3 are trained
and we need only low level features from the lower layers of these
pre-trained models. The convergence of VGG16-DNN model is shown
in Fig. 6 using loss and accuracy against number of epochs over training
and test datasets. The figure clearly shows very nice convergence, in
few epochs, due to transfer learning and use of dropout to handle
the over-fitting. We notice a huge improvement in the handwriting
recognition due to two main factors. First, transfer learning helps to
deal with limited data issue and helps in improving the performance,
and second, the quality of dataset is improved by converting from
online to offline. This is because offline data samples have more
continuity due to joining the points on the online samples.

In terms of training time, the proposed model is quite fast as it
converges in few epochs, where each epoch takes around 110 s. So the
handwriting recognition task is executed in few minutes.

Table 4 compares the recognition rate of deep learning techniques
with baseline methods, i.e., SVM and LR. It is observed that perfor-
mance of all the methods have greatly improved by converting online
data to offline. Moreover, deep learning techniques are outperforming
than SVM and LR due to transfer learning, and SVM performing better
than LR. VGG16-DNN gives slightly better results than InceptionV3-
DNN because InceptionV3 is more complex for the handwriting recog-
nition than VGG16.

We analyze the effect of train-test split with the best model, i.e.,
VGG16-DNN, and the results are represented in Fig. 7. We observe two
points from the analysis: first, performance of the model increases with
increase in the size of train data. This is because now model has more
samples to learn from. Second, by reducing the train set from 90% to
60%, the accuracy dropped slightly. This clearly shows the power of
transfer learning which helps apply deep learning to tasks with limited
datasets.

Fig. 8 studies the use of different optimizers to solve the opti-
mization problem associated with network and justifies our choice of
optimizer. From the figure, it is clear that RMSprop performs bet-
ter than widely used Adam, and SGD (Stochastic Gradient Descent)
performs the worst in the current experimental settings.

Fig. 9 studies the effect of mini-batch size on the recognition task

in hand and justifies the choice of mini-batch in the experiments. It is

11
Fig. 7. Analysis of dataset splitting.

Fig. 8. Analysis of optimizers.

Fig. 9. Analysis of mini-batch sizes.

observed that mini-batch does not significantly affect the recognition
rate, although smaller mini-batches take more time to learn.

The present study uses the writer dependent/independent data in
data dependent mode of online Gurmukhi handwriting for validation
and there is only one available study for online handwritten Gur-
mukhi word recognition is Singh and Sharma (2019) where 85.98%
and 84.80% recognition results are achieved in data dependent en-
vironment. The present results as 97.44%, 97.23% and 96.21% for
90:10, 80:20, 70:30 train and test data, respectively, are achieved for
data dependent mode of online Gurmukhi handwriting, which out-
performed the existing results by more than 10%. As there are not much
available results for online Gurmukhi handwriting in this direction, so
it is hard to compare our recognition results to a benchmark except one
study (Singh & Sharma, 2019). But, there is a great scope of applying
similar word recognition approach in other Indic scripts as Devanagari
and Tamil scripts also, especially for applications requiring city names
online handwriting recognition.

6. Conclusion

The handwriting recognition is the place of birth for DL, but it is a
bit not satisfactory that the recent wave of leaps in accomplishment of
results using DL in computer vision has so far missed the handwritten
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text recognition greatly. It is also not inherently challenging for hand-
writing recognition that prevents machines from achieving a level of
performance in the same way that is accomplished for face recognition
and object recognition metrics (He et al., 2015; Taigman et al., 2014).
The achievement of DL studies for computer vision, suggest that a
successful handwritten text recognition system can be made without
spending much efforts in atomic tasks, and it follows an end-to-end
trend of DL. Similarly, the present study is a major step in this direction
that recognized handwritten text using a different DL architecture and
provided benchmark results for online handwritten Gurmukhi words in
data dependent writing mode where best results achieved above 97%
recognition accuracy. The future Indic script handwriting recognition
systems based on DL can also benefit from this study by utilizing
multiple tactics depending on the nature of the script. Looking forward,
the final goal of handwritten text recognition is the construction of
a universal reading system, which is adaptable not only for different
scribes, but also for different script types. In such systems, the present
study will make the DL based handwritten text recognition of the next
script much easier than training from scratch.
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